Primo VE Administrator Certified Exam Practice Questions

**Quiz: Configuration Overview**

Primo VE can be configured in the Discovery area of Alma.

- True
- False

Primo VE is configured in the Discovery area of Alma.

Correct  Continue

**Quiz: Configuration Overview**

In order to configure Primo VE, which Alma role is needed?

- Discovery Administrator
- User Administrator
- Fulfillment Administrator
- Primo VE Administrator
- Primo VE Manager

In order to configure Primo VE, one must be assigned the Discovery Administrator role in Alma.

Correct  Continue
Quiz: Search Configuration: Search Profiles

What is the difference between a search profile and a search scope? Please select the best response.

- Search profiles group records for search and display, while search scopes group records based on specific conditions.
- Search scopes group records for search and display, while search profiles group records together based on specific conditions.
- Search profiles can contain search scopes, but search profiles are user-specific and are provided by the library.
- Search scopes can contain search profiles, but search profiles are specific conditions.

Correct

Quiz: Search Configuration: Search Profiles

Scopes are groups of records that meet specific conditions.

- True
- False

Correct
**Quiz: Search Configuration: Search Profiles**

Search Profiles must contain at least two scopes.

- True
- False

Correct

**Quiz: Configure Views**

What is the difference between a search profile and a search profile slot? Please select the correct response.

- Search profiles are configured to contain scopes, while search profile slots are configured to contain search profiles.
- Search profile slots can contain multiple scopes, while search profiles can contain only one scope.
- Users can configure search profiles, but not search profile slots.
- Search profiles are configured to contain scopes, while search profile slots are configured to contain search profiles.

Correct
Quiz: Configure Views

In the Views Configuration, which tab contains the facets configuration? Please select the best response.

- Brief Results
- General
- Advanced Search Configuration
- Brief Record Display
- Full Record Services

In the Views Configuration, the Brief Results tab contains the facets configuration.

Correct

Quiz: Configure Views

It is possible to see the view code in the URL of the Primo user interface.

- True
- False

It is possible to see the view code in the URL of the Primo user interface.

Correct
Quiz: Labels

The Labels configuration area contains a list of all code tables that are searchable.

- True
- False

The Labels configuration area contains a list of all code tables that are searchable.

Correct  Continue

Quiz: Labels

Labels are only used to translate the user interface into different languages.

- True
- False

Labels can be used to translate labels in the user interface into different languages and to change terms that are displayed in the user interface that are not part of a bibliographic record.

Correct  Continue
Correct Choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Internal resources are loaded into Alma as part of the cataloging process, while external resources are loaded into Primo VE via the Discovery Import Profiles. Internal resources are cataloged and loaded into Alma as part of the cataloging process, while external resources are loaded into Primo VE via the Discovery Import Profiles. This means that only internal resources are edited and maintained in Alma, while external resources are edited and maintained in the original source system, and loaded/reloaded into Primo VE as needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal resources are from data sources that are owned by the library, while external resources are from third parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal resources are indexed and displayed in Alma in about 15 minutes, while external resources must be indexed in an overnight process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both internal and external resources can be edited Alma, but internal resources are created in Alma while external resources were originally imported into Alma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal resources are only viewable by Alma staff users, while external resources are visible to patrons.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quiz: External Resources Overview

In order to see the data in the Primo user interface after it has been loaded, we need to ensure that the data is included in at least one scope.

- True
- False

In order to see the data in the Primo user interface after it has been loaded, we need to ensure that the data is included in at least one scope.

Correct

Quiz: Loading External Resources Data

Please complete the following sentence. In order to create a discovery profile, we need to define

- the data source and format, originating system and import protocol, normalization process task, and parameters used to link to the records in the source system.
- the data source, location of the files, normalization rules, and linking parameters.
- the file format, link to the database, and conversion routine.
- the filenames, harvesting method, validation routine, normalization rules, and linking parameters.
- the data source and format, link to the database, and normalization rules.
Correct Choice

**X** the data source and format, originating system and import protocol, normalization process task, and parameters used to link to the records in the source system.

the data source, location of the parameters.

the file format, link to the database, and conversion routine.

the filenames, harvesting method, validation routine, normalization rules, and linking parameters.

the data source and format, link to the database, and normalization rules.

---

Normalization process tasks group normalization rules together so they can be applied when data is loaded.

- **True**
- **False**